Revit® Extensions for Autodesk® Revit®
Architecture 2012

FEATURE SUMMARY

This document presents an overview of the new features in the software.

Important information:


In order to run this software, you must first install Autodesk® Revit® Architecture 2012.

The document is divided into two parts:
- Framework
- Extensions update
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Framework
Ribbon Integration
Extensions are now hosted by a specific Revit ribbon tab called “Extensions.” The Revit Extension
manager has been removed. In addition, some tooltips have been added for each extension with a
short description of the feature.

Units
All extensions support a proper fractional reduction and decimal inches for imperial units to be
consistent with Revit.

Extensions Update
Content Generator
Using Revit Extensions preferences, you can now add customized databases recognized by Autodesk
Robot Structural Analysis. All cross sections supported by the Content Generator extension can take
advantage of this feature.
In addition, W and Inertia parameters are now defined as shared parameters for scheduling
purposes.

Appendix
The Revit Extensions for Autodesk Revit Architecture 2012 package contains all the following Revit
Extensions:

Revit Extensions
Full Title
Bridges
Roads and Terrain
Timber
Wood Framing Walls
Modeling
Excel Based Model Generation *
Frame Generator
Grids Generator
Miscellaneous
Elements Positioning
Freeze Drawings
Compare Models
Text Generator
Content Generator
Shared Parameters Converter
Note:
* Incompatible on system using Microsoft® Windows® 7 64 bit with Microsoft® Office Excel® 2007 32 bit
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